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Relevance in context: SWOT analysis
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The best that could happen to gas is if it were 

perceived as ‘just another’ globally traded 

commodity!

Subject of this presentation & purpose

                   THREAT                     STRENGTH

COP21: fossil fuel like oil & coal Low CO2: pivotal to meet carbon budget

                 WEAKNESS                    OPPORTUNITY

Perceived as instrument of Perception is reality, but: functioning 

potential political blackmail global market could help overcome this
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IEA WEO 2016: The unfolding LNG “revolution”                                    

LNG about to overtake piped gas in global trade

Waterborne commodity ~ 50% fit to facilitate global price benchmark
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Source: IEA WEO 2016



The unfolding LNG “revolution”                                  

Shale gas revolution: R/P ratio from ~60 to >200 years 

LNG supply capacities ramping up massively (~200 bcm/a)
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Source: BP Energy Outlook 2016



The unfolding LNG “revolution”                           

Global price convergence though waterborne LNG trade 

underway                                                                                   

Helped by low crude prices & increasing LNG spot share
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Source: BP Energy Outlook 2016
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Hubs 2016: European Henry Hub almost achieved                                     
Multitude of national hubs; prices strongly correlated         

Market clearly capable of sending price signals
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Source:P. Heather



Price Formation 2005 – 2015:                                    
Hubs clearly price setter (varying by region)                                       

Oil indexation almost vanished in NWE: 92% GOG, 8% OPE
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Source: IGU Wholesale Price Survey 2016
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Global LNG flexible to respond to price signals? 

U.S. LNG (Cheniere & others) offer LNG at non-traditional terms: 

Importantly: FOB instead of DES                                               

Moreover: no ToP but only liquefaction as “toll or pay”

Source: Cheniere 2015
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Global LNG flexible to respond to price signals? 

Premium NBP over HH required

Full cost: 15% HH + ~$2.25 liquefaction + 0.50 shipping + $ 0.50 

regas = ~$3.70/MMBtu

Marginal cost (liquefaction sunk): ~$1.45/MMBtu

Source: ICIS Heren
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Global LNG flexible to respond to price signals? 

Sabine Pass train 1 started earlier this year:                                      

Only 3 cargoes reached Europe, bulk to South America

Source: ICIS Heren
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Global LNG flexible to respond to price signals? 

Higher netbacks achievable in South America.                                

The goods news: global price signals work!                              

Europe: can also rely on price signals

Source: ICIS Heren
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Europe able to absorb flexible LNG?                                              

Yes, ~211 bcm/a regas capacity
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Source: GIE



Europe able to absorb flexible LNG? 

~81% of regas capacity (= ~160 bcm/a) idle                 

IEA: 105 bcm (0.55 bcm/d) in winter; ~ European storage WGV 
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Source: GIE
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General commercial essentials for security of supply
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• Diversity of supply: sources & routes (ideally

redundant & competing)

• Integrated, liquid market („European Henry Hub“)

• Market capable of demand sending price signals

• Market where (competing) supplies will respond

to price signals

• We have just demonstrated: all criteria are met



IEA: Regional approach to security of gas supply no 

longer appropriate
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“As the role of gas … evolves, a narrow approach 

to gas security focussing on gas as a stand-alone 

fuel in an individual region is no longer 

appropriate.”



European security of supply commercially transformed 

Exposure to political blackmail concern less relevant                  

SoS has transformed from bi-lateral physical dependency to a 

functionality of price signals in an integrated traded market
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Ukrainian Crisis 2009: Andrej Budajew, “Putin’s recalcitrant bride”
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Article on role of gas post COP21:
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